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ABSTRACT
Recently, it has been found that the phase composition and microstructure of a.-~ sialon ceramics is greatly

affected by heat treatment procedures when rare earth oxides are used as sintering additives. The o-sialon phase is
only stable at high (~ 1650°C) temperatures and transforms to rare earth rich intergranular phases plus ~-sialon at
lower temperatures. The present paper deseribes similar studies carried out on multi-cation doped a.-sialon ceram
ics where ytterbium as the sole sintering additive and present with other (Sr-, La-, Ce-, Nd-) cations, the resulting
u-sialon products are fully resistant towards a.H~ transformation when heat treated at 1450°C. Clearly thea.H~

sialon transformation temperature for ytterbium c-sialons is below 1450°C, the conventional heat-treatment tem
perature used for most of the current research on rare earth densified n-sialons.
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YiTERBiYUM iÇEREN ÇOK KATYONLU a.-SiAION SERAMiKLERiNiN
YÜKSEK SıCAKlıK KARARlıllGI

ÖZ
Nadir element oksit katkılı a.-~ sialon seramiklerinde oluşan faz komposizyonlarının ve mikroyapılarının sin

terlemesonrası yapılan ısıl işlemlerden önemli ölçüde etkilendiği yakın zamanda yapılan çalışmalarda bulunmuştur.

Buçalışmalarda rx-sialonfazının sadece 1650°C'nin üzerindeki sıcaklıklarda kararlı olduğu, daha düşük sıcaklıklar

da ise B-sialon ve nadir element içeren tane sınırları fazlarına dönüştüğü gözlemlenmiştir. Bu çalışmada yiterbiyum
temel katyon olmak üzere çok katyon içeren (Sr-, La-, Ce-, Nd-) o-sialon seramikleri üzerine sinterlerne sonrası

yapılan ısıi işlem sonuçları tartışılmıştır. 1450°C'de yapılan ısıi işlem sonuçları Yb- katyonlarını içeren u-sialon
seramiklerinin a.H~ sialon dönüşümüne uğramadığını ve bu katyonları içeren sistemlerde a.H~ sialon dönüşüm

sıcaklığının 1450°C'nin çok altında olabileceğini göstermiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: u-sialon, çok katyon katkılı, yiterbiyum, termal kararlılık.

1. INTRODUCTION
Si3N4 based materials are one of the most exten

sively studied structural ceramics for high temperature
applications. it is generally assumed in silicon nitride
processing that the product assemblage at firing tem
peratures is preserved on cooling down to room tem
perature, but with minor changes to secondary phases
e.g. liquid crystallisation or conversion into a glass.

This is based on the assumption that the high tempera
ture products are equilibrium phases under the given
experimental conditions, and phases that are stable at
high temperatures, are normally stable at room temper
ature. However, this is not a universal truth, and sys
tems do exist in which phase transformations occur on
cooling. These transformations are generally not easy
to observe because no characterisation work is carried
out at high temperatures.
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The n-sialon phase, isostructural with <x-Si3N4,
contains two large isolated interstices where some
metal ions can be accomodated. The general formula of
n-sialon is represented as MxSiıı-ın_nAl ın+nOnN 16-n'
where M is one of the cations Li, Mg, Ca, Y and most
rare earths (exCıuding La- and Eu-), m is the number of
Si-N bonds in <x-Si3N4 replaced by AI-N; n is the num

ber of Si-N bonds in <X-'Si3N4 replaced by AI-O; and x

is equal to m divided by the valency of the M cation.rx
SiAION ceramics offer two advantages overB-SiAlON
and B-silicon nitride (i) the metal oxide present in the
starting mixture promotes the formation of Iiquid phase
which in turn enhances the densification of the materi
al. Moreover, at sintering temperatures these metal
cationscan be incorporated into <x-SiAION structure
and hence these type of ceramics provide the possibili
ty of producing single-phase SiAION ceramics with
minimum grain boundary phase; (ii) the material
process ed as explained in (i) shows increased hardness.
Therefore, ce-sialon ceramics have received consider
able interest over the last 20 years.

Recent studies on rare earth densified o--sialon
ceramics have shown that the resulting rx-sialon prod
uct, present either as a single phase or iIl conjunction
with B-sialon, isunstable when heat-treated at lower
(1350-1600a C) temperatures, and transforms to a mix
ture of B-sialon plus other crystalline or Iiquid metal
sialon phases (Mandal et al, 1993). This provides a con
venient mechanism for controlling the mechanical
properties of the final materiaI. However, this transfor
mation can only be used beneficially in applications
where the maximum service temperature is below the
transformation temperature of the grain boundary glass
ooooac). High temperature properties, especially oxi
dation and creep resistance, significantlydeteriorate
above this temperature because of the residual glass.

Our previous work and research in other laborato
ries has concentrated on achieving an understanding of
the mechanism of <XHP sialon transformation (Mandal
and Thompson, 1995; Shen et al, 1996; Zhao et al,
1996; Mandal et al, 1997; Mandal and Thompson,
1997, FaIk et al, 1997). A combination of X-ray and
microstructural observations on sintered and heat-treat
ed rare earth densified mixed <x-B sialon and ce-sialon
ceramic composites has shown that the amount and vis
cosity of liquid phase; type of sintering additive; heat
treatment temperature and time; type of crystalline
grain boundary phases; presence of B-sialon grains are
all important factors which affect the transformation.
However, a full understanding of the transformation
mechanism is stili not available.

In the present work , ce-sialon compositions have
been densified by capsul free Sinter/HlPing using
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multi-cations with ytterbium as a principal cation. The
resulting materials have been heat treated at 1450aC for
up to 1 week to observe the o:~B sialon transformation
and also the crystallisation behaviour. The effect of
multi-caıions on the <x~B sialon transformation is dis
cussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The overall compositions of the prepared starting
powder mixtures corresponded to single-phase <X
sialon with m=1.25 and n=1.I5. Starting powder mix
tures were prepared by using Si3N4, AIN, Alı03 and

MxOy (M=Sr, La, Ce, Nd, Yb or mixtures). The raw

materials used were silicon nitride (UBE-ElO), alu
minium nitride (HC Starck-Berlin, Grade C), aluminum
oxide (Aleoa, Grade AI6SG), MxOy (99.9%, Alfa Rare

Earth Products). When calculating the compositions,
1.4%°and 1.6%°(the manufacturer's specifications)
present on the surfaces of Si3N4 and AIN respectively

were taken in account. Powder mixtures were prepared
by wet milling under ethanol in a planetary balı mill.
The milled slurries were dried in a rotary evaporation
dryer, resulting in weak agglomerates which easily
could be passed through a 125 um sieve. Specimens
were compacted into pellets by pressing uniaxially and
then isostatically under 600 MPa. The green pellets
were capsul free Sinter/HlPed in ASEA QIH6 HlP-unit
at 1800aC (2 hours at 1 MPa and 1 hour at 50 MPa
argorı gas pressure). Heat treatment has been carried out
for all samples in an molybdenum heating element fur
nace (ASTRO) at 1450aC for up to 168 hours O week)
under nitrogen atmosphere. Product phases were char
acterised by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a diffrac
tometer. After application of carbon coating, polished
surfaces of sintered samples were examined in SEM by
using back scattered mode with EDX facilities.

Table ı. Densities and XRD results of Sintered and Heat
Treated Samples.

Sintering Density XRD Results XRD Results

Additive (g/crn-') (as sintered) (as heat-treated)

Yb2ü3-Nd2ü3 3.439 a-SiAlüN,ıIR a-SiAlüN, zrs;M'

Ybı03-Ce02 3.451 a-SiAlüN, ılR u-siAlüN, ılR, JEM

Yb2ü3-La2ü3 3.443 a-SiAlüN, ılR a-SiAlüN, ılR, N

Ybı03-SrO 3.388 a-SiAlüN, ılR a-SiAlüN, ılR, S

M'= ::::NdıSiıAI04N3'JEM= ::::CeSisAlıOıN9 '

S= ::::SrOl .3Al ı030.7Si ıNıO and N= La3Si804Nıı
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3. RESULTS

The composition m=1.25 , n=l.l5 was selected for

this study becaüse this is close to the minimum oxygen

limit of ce-sialon compositions for easy investigation

(Le.excluding the use of metal nitrides as starting com

pounds because of their expense and sensitivity to

hydrolysis). Capsul-free post-HIPing were applied to

samples containing close porosity after pressureless

sintering as there was no effect of over pressure on the

samples containing open porosity. All the samples were

sintered to theoretical densities by Sinter/HIPing. Table

i gives densities of various samples.

X-ray examination of the sintered samples showed
that the cooling rate was sufficiently high to prevent
crystal1ization ofany grain boundary glass. The results
for the sintered and heat treated samples are given in
Table 1. In all samples, <x-sialon was the prodominant
phase after sintering and minor amount of 21R polyty
poid phase was also appeared in all samples.

In spite of the mean cation size of Yb-Sr (1.00 A),

Yb-La (0.97 A), Yb-Ce (0.95 A), which are quite large

to stabilize os-sialon (from literature), theyseem to pro

duce pure ce-sialon. This can be explained in terms of

large ce-sialon stability region for Yb-,which has the

smal1est rare earth cation (0.864 A) and the <x- sialon

stability increases with decreasing the cation size.

A typical back-scattered SEM images of the sam
ples densified with Nd203-Yb203, and La20r Yb203
are given in Figure 1. Themicrographs very clearly dis
tinguish between the various phases, because the con
trast is due to the mean atomic number: 21R grains
(which contain no cations as sinteringadditives) are
black and more needlelike; the rx-sialon grains (which
contain a small amount of cations that are sintering
additives) are gray and more equiaxed; and the cation
rich crystalline or glassy phases appear fitıe-grained and
white, because of the high Z-cation content. The
microstructures were homogeneous and consisted of
equiaxed ce-sialon grains. Elongated <x-sialon grains
also were observed in the sample that contained La203
Yb203. In the case of Nd203-Yb203 sample, most of the
cations (Nd- and Yb-) are incorporated into ce-sialon
structure and therefore only very few grain boundary
phases are visible. EDX spectra for the corresponding
samples are given in Figure 2. The analysis of c-sialon
grains in different parts of the specimen showed very
similar results that Nd-, Ce-, La-, and Sr- cations can be
stabilized into (<x-sialon grains with Yb-. The
microstructures and the EDX spectras of Ce-, La- and
Sr- doped samples are presented and discussed in detail
elsewhere (Mandal and Hoffmann, 1999).
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE ı. Back-scattered SEM micrographs of the (a)
La2ü3-Yb2ü3, (b) Nd2ü3-Yb2ü3 samples arter sintering.

Subsequent prolonged heat treatments of samples
were carried out at 1450°C in nitrogen atmosphere for
168 hours (l week) in order to study the effects of heat
treatments on the <XH~ sialon transformation and also
the crystallisation behaviour.

Inthe heat treated samples, suprisingly, there were
no <XH~ sialon transformation was observed and there
fore ce-sialon was the only matrix phase observed after
168 hours (l week) of heat treatment. In addition, M'
(::::Nd2Si2AI04N3), JEM (::::CeSisAI20IN9) , S
(::::SrOI'3AI2030.7Si2N20) and N- (La3Si804NIl),
phases were also observed, in increasing amounts along
with a decrease in the n-sialon unit cell dimensions as
the heat treatment time increased, for Nd-, Ce-, La- and
Sr- doped samples respectively. The suggested equation
for this reaction is:

<x ı-sialon+2IR+Liq.(l) ~<x2 -sialon--z l Rı-cry.ph.

(M' or JEM or N or S)+Liq.(2)

EDX spectra for the samples after 168 hours heat
treatment also proved that Nd-, Ce, La- and Sr-cations
still remain inside the ce-sialon grains.
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ture (Mandal et al, 1999). This has not been defined
precisely in previous studies, even though work on an
m=I.5, n=l.5 Sm (l-sialon composition showed this to
be ::::160ü°C. Previous results are consistent in showing
that the transformation temperature decreases with
increasing atomic number in the rare earth ce-sialon
series, and in fact certain Yb u-sialon compositions are
stable with respect to transformation. The present study
shows that for all the ytterbium based u-sialons stud
ied, the transformation temperature is belc-v 1450°C.

4. CONCLUSIONS

6-

*18 z Al Si

(lHB sialon transformation has been explored in a
wide range of multi-cation (l-sialon ceramics in which
ytterbium is the principal cation. In all cases,(L~B trans
formation was not observed at 1450°C, and ytterbium
acted as a stabiliser to inhibit transformation in (l
sialon compositions which otherwise would have read
ily exhibited transformation. lt is significant that even
smail amounts of ytterbium result in significant stabi
lization in these mixed cation materials. Furthermore,
the (ıHB sialon transformation temperature for these
materials must Hebelow the lowest heat-treatment tem
perature used in the present study (1450°C), and further
work is needed below this temperature to see whether
transformation can be induced under these conditions.
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FIGURE 2. EDX spectra of the (l-sialon regions of (a) LaZ03

Ybz03, (b) Ndz03-Ybz03 samples arter sintering.

lt is highly plausiblethat Sr2+ (r=1.12 A) and La3+
(r=1.ü6 A) do not form an n-sialon on ist own and
although Ce3+ (r=1.03 A) and Nd3+(r=O.99 A) form an
ce-sialon which only stable at high temperatures (above
1650°C) and transforms to B-sialon at lower tempera
tures (1300-160ü°C) but all these large cations can pro
duce a very stable u-sialon phase with Yb-,

Many of the results obtained in the present study
are not consistent with conclusions previously deduced
for rare earth stabilised ce-sialon materials. lt is clear
that ytterbium based ce-sialons in which ytterbium is
present jointly with others, do not undergo (L~B sialon
transformation when heat-treated at 1450°C. This con
Cıusion confirms the improved thermal stability of
ytterbium ce-sialons compared with other rare earth
analogues, and probably also correlates with the
increased size of the single-phase n-sialon phase-field
in the ytterbium sialon system.

A more convenient way of understanding the pres
ent results is in terms of (lHB transformation tempera-
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